TROPICAL ISLE

FINEST FINISH WHITE

Finest Finish® ISLAND WHITE Series is the brightest white
pool finish available on the market. This combination
of strength and color purity makes it the overwhelming
preferred brand for premium pool designers. Nowhere else
can you find such a pristine mix that contains 98% pure
white marble sand. With the high-quality sand used in this
mix, there are no dirty specks like those commonly found
in conventional pool sands.

KONA ISLE

CARIBBEAN ISLE

PACIFIC ISLE

TAHOE ISLE

Finest Finish® ISLAND Series is a premium plaster product stronger than any conventional plaster on the
market. Finest Finish® White with its 98% pure white marble sand is the preferred brand for any Commercial
and Residential pool design. Known for its bright white appearance and silky smooth texture, its elegance
and refinement can be enjoyed for many years to come. Choose from a palette of designer colors or simply
add colored quartz to customize your pool finish.
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• Pre-Blended Formula provides industry leading strength and durability.
•  F inest Finish Blends™ products are crafted using only the highest quality of sourced raw
materials located by Universal White Cement™.
• F inest Finish Blends™ uses our patented Universal White Cement™ pozzolanic-enhanced
cement in each formulation.
• Highest Quality assured pigments are being used in each formulation.
• Peace of mind provided by our comprehensive warranty.
Actual aggregate size, color and texture can vary from samples and photos to finished pool.
Due to the constant changes and variables such as the angle of the sun, sky and water clarity, pool depth and surrounding reflections of hardscape and landscape,
expect your pool water color to change throughout the day. No two pools will reflect the same. Exact pool water color reflection is commodity that cannot be guaranteed.

WWW.FINESTFINISHPOOLS.COM
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